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2 NIAD&R � FEUP & LIACC, Rua Dr. Roberto Frias, 4200-465 Porto, Portugaleo�fe.up.ptAbstrat. Emotional-BDI agents are agents whose behaviour is guidednot only by beliefs, desires and intentions, but also by the role of emotionsin reasoning and deision-making. In this paper we introdue the logi

EBDI for speifying Emotional-BDI agents in general and a speial kind ofEmotional-BDI agent under the e�et of fear. The fous of this work isin the expressiveness of EBDI and on using it to establish some propertieswhih agents under the e�et of an emotion should exhibit.1 IntrodutionEmotional-BDI ageny desribes omputational agents whose behaviour is guidedby the interations existing between beliefs, desires and intentions, along the linesof the lassial BDI arhiteture [1℄, but where these interations are in�uenedby an additional emotional omponent [2℄. This omponent produes data whihwill bound the BDI interation by imposing some of the set of positive aspetsthat emotions play in reasoning and deision-making [3℄.The oneptual arhiteture whih de�nes the Emotional-BDI model of agenywas reently introdued in [2℄ and is mainly based on reent works of Oliveira& Sarmento's about an emotional agent arhiteture [4℄, although adapted to �tin the original BDI arhiteture [1, 5, 6℄.In this paper we introdue EBDI, a multi-modal logi for speifying Emotional-BDI agents. We de�ne the various axioms whih properly haraterise eah ofthe modal operators of EBDI and after we give the spei�ation of the basiEmotional-BDI agent and a spei�ation of a fearful Emotional-BDI agent.This paper is organised as follows: in Setion 2 we provide the motivation forthe urrent work; in Setion 3 we introdue the logi EBDI and de�ne its syntaxand semantis, together with the axioms for the modal operators; in Setion4 we present the spei�ation of a basi Emotional-BDI agent and a fearfulEmotional-BDI agent. Finally, in Setion 5 we refer related work and in Setion6 we draw some onlusions and point the path to urrent and future work.2 MotivationThe main motivation for the urrent work was to provide a formal system inwhih the onepts of the Emotional-BDI model of ageny ould be logially ex-



pressed. Using these onepts, we an build distint spei�ations of Emotional-BDI agents whih desribes the behaviours whih are expeted from the agentsunder the in�uene of emotions. The existing formal systems, namely BDICTL[6℄ and the KARO [7, 8℄ framework, if used independently, are not suited forour goals. However, both have properties whih we need to ombine in orderto properly model Emotional-BDI agents. Plus, we integrate some importantonepts of Oliveira & Sarmento's emotional agent arhiteture [4℄, whih weremapped into abstrat onepts for �tting the struture of EBDI's syntax.3 The Logi EBDIWe will now introdue the logi EBDI. We �rst give a resumed informal desriptionof the purpose of eah of its omponents and afterwards we provide its syntaxand semantis.3.1 Informal semantisThe logial struture whih supports EBDI is a two dimensional struture intro-dued by Shild [9℄, whih is a simpli�ed approah to Rao & Goerge�'s BDICTL[10℄ semantis. One dimension is a set of possible worlds that orresponds to thedi�erent prespetives of the agent, suh as its beliefs, desires, et. The other isa set of temporal states whih desribe the temporal evolution of the agent. Weall a pair 〈world, temporal_state〉 a situation.In EBDI, as in the KARO framework, we onsider expliit omplex ations.Ations an be either atomi or regular: the �rst are ations whih annot besub-divided into a ombination of smaller ones, while regular ations are on-strutions of atomi ations through a set of regular rules. Ations are a labellingof the temporal struture underlying EBDI.In order to properly exeute any ation, we need the notion of apability(abstrat plan) already studied in [11, 7℄ and also the expliitly notion of resoure.We use these to speify under whih onditions the agent is able to e�etivelyexeute any ation.Finally, we introdue the onepts of fear and fundamental desire. The �rstrefer to fearing something or being fearful that, and brings onepts into objetsof fear in EBDI. To properly establish the notion of fear, we require to have speialinformation in whih are desribed the vital desires of an agent, like, for instane,to be alive. The notion of fundamental desire plays suh a role. Although it is adesire, a fundamental desire has speial properties whih guarantee the existeneof the agent in an environment.3.2 SyntaxWe now de�ne the language of EBDI whih extends Rao & George�'s BDICTL [10℄for ontaining expliit ations, apabilities, resoures and modal operators repre-senting fear and fundamental desires. This language distinguishes between state-



formulas (whih are evaluated in a given situation) and path-formulas (whih areevaluated along a given temporal path).De�nition 1. Given an in�nite numerable set P = {p, q, p1, . . .} of proposi-tional variables and an in�nite numerable set of atomi ations AAt = {a, b, ai, . . .},the set of EBDI well-formed formulas is de�ned by the following BNF-grammar:� State-formulas (SF ):
ϕs ::= p | ¬ϕs | ϕs ∧ ϕs |

[α]ϕs | 〈α〉ϕs | Eϕp | Aϕp

BEL(ϕs) | DES(ϕs) | INT(ϕs) | FEAR(ϕs) | FDES(ϕs) |
CAP(α) | RES(α)� Path-formulas (PF ):

ϕp ::= X(ϕs) | ϕsUϕs� Regular-ations (ARa):
α ::= id | ai | α;α | α+ α | α∗In addition, we introdue the following abbreviations: ⊤, ⊥, ϕ∨ψ and ϕ→ ψare abbreviations of ¬(p∧¬p) (with p being a �xed element of P ), ¬⊤, ¬(¬ϕ∧¬ψ)and ¬(ϕ ∧ ¬ψ), respetively; AFϕ, EFϕ, AGϕ and EGϕ are abbreviations of

A(⊤Uϕ), E(⊤Uϕ), ¬EF¬ϕ and ¬AF¬ϕ, respetively. Iterated ations αn, with
n ≥ 0, are indutively de�ned by α0 = id and αn+1 = α;αn.3.3 SemantisIn this setion we introdue the semantis of EBDI. We start by de�ning thenotion of situation.De�nition 2. Given a non-empty set W = {w0, w1, w2, . . .} of worlds (alsoknown as agent's perspetives or senarios), and a non-empty set S = {t0, t1, t2, . . .}of temporal-states (also known as time points), a situation is a pair σ = 〈wi, tj〉,with i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0. The set of situations is denoted by Σ, whih veri�es Σ 6= ∅and Σ ⊆W × S.Situations de�ne partiular temporal states, in senarios that the agent has in-formation about. For instane, in a situation 〈desire, t〉 the desire of winning thelottery may be onsidered as true, although in the same temporal state, lets sayin the situation 〈belief, t〉, the agent may not believe in it. However, at sometemporal state t′ both may be onsidered true by the agent.Given a set of situations Σ we an map the evolution of time and ationexeution by de�ning two relations. One is a branhing time relation RT andthe other is a ation exeution relation that assoiates to eah element of RT anatomi ation.De�nition 3. Given a non-empty set of situations Σ we de�ne the relation RTas follows:



1. It is serial, i.e., ∀σ ∈ Σ, ∃σ′ ∈ Σ suh that (σ, σ′) ∈ RT ;2. If (〈wi, sj〉, 〈wk, sl〉) ∈ RT then wi = wk.Only imposing that RT is only serial, and not a total (linear) order, leads to abranhing-time struture.De�nition 4. Given a set of atomi ations AAt and a branhing time relation
RT , for ai ∈ AAt we de�ne an ation exeution relation Rai

, suh that:1. Rai
∈ RT ;2. If (σ, σ′) ∈ Rai

, then it is false that exists aj ∈ AAt suh that i 6= j and
(σ, σ′) ∈ Raj

;The previous relation an be extended to regular ations, as follows.De�nition 5. Given a regular ation α and a set of situations Σ, we indu-tively de�ne the regular ation aessibility relation by:
RA : ARa → (Σ ×Σ)

RA(ai) = {(σ, σ′) | (σ, σ′) ∈ Rai
}

RA(id) = {(σ, σ′) | σ = σ′}

RA(α;β) = {(σ, σ′) | ∃σ′′ ∈ Σ((σ, σ′′) ∈ RA(α) ∧ (σ′′, σ′) ∈ RA(β))}

RA(α+β) = {(σ, σ′) | (σ, σ′) ∈ RA(α) or (σ, σ′) ∈ RA(β)}

RA(α0) = {(σ, σ′) | (σ, σ′) ∈ RA(id)}

RA(α(n+1)) = {(σ, σ′) | (σ, σ′) ∈ RA(α;αn)}

RA(α∗) = {(σ, σ′) | ∃n ∈ N((σ, σ′) ∈ RA(αn))}The main interest behind using both approahes is mainly guided by theproperties whih emotions exhibit. The emotions an be triggered either by anation whih will lead to some wanted/unwanted situation or triggered by be-lieving that a situation may or will inevitably be true in the future.The distintion, in the syntax, between path formulas and state formulasmust re�et also in the semantis. In EBDI, as in BDICTL, the former are analysedalong a path (a time branh) and the seond in a partiular situation. In EBDI,a path is de�ned as follows:De�nition 6. Let Σ be a set o situations and RT a branhing time relationde�ned on Σ. A path is a subset πσ = (σ0, σ1, σ2, . . .) suh that σ = σ0 and
∀i ≥ 0, (σi, σi+1) ∈ RT . The kth element of a path πσ is denoted as πσ[k].We already saw that we an analyse the several perspetives the agent maybe aware of at the same state. For that we have to vary the world omponent ofany situation 〈world, temporal_state〉. The aessibility relations whih estab-lish this relationship are the ones whih are going to be used for modelling the



mental states of the agent. These relations are denoted by RO, with O belong-ing a set of modal operators and that must respet the following ondition: if
(〈wi, tj〉, 〈wk, tl〉) ∈ RO then tj = tl.Finally, we also have to provide a semanti interpretation for apabilities andresoures. We mainly follow the ideas of modelling apabilities in the KAROframework, i.e., by onsidering loal funtions in eah situation whih establishwhih atomi ations the agent has apabilities/resoures to exeute properly.The apabilities/resoures for regular ations are interpreted by relating theseloal funtions to regular ation aessibility relations, in the following way.De�nition 7. Given a regular ation α, a set of situations Σ and a funtion
vf (ai) whih establishes a subset of Σ where the agent has apabilities/resouresto exeute atomi ations ai ∈ AAt, resoures and apabilities are interpreted bysimilar funtions. Therefore, we indutively de�ne them in a funtion f , with
f ∈ {c, r}, suh that:

fA : ARa → ℘(Σ)

fA(ai) = vf (ai)

fA(id) = Σ

fA(α;β) = {σ | σ ∈ fA(α) ∧ ∃σ′ ∈ Σ((σ, σ′) ∈ RA(α) ∧ σ′ ∈ fA(β))}

fA(α+β) = {σ | σ ∈ fA(α) ∨ σ ∈ fA(β)}

fA(α0) = {σ | σ ∈ fA(id)}

fA(α(n+1)) = {σ | σ ∈ fA(α;αn))

fA(α∗) = {σ | ∃n ∈ N(σ ∈ fA(αn))}The interpretation of EBDI-formulae is done over Kripke-models, as de�nedbelow.De�nition 8. Given a set of worlds W , a set of temporal states S, a set ofpropositional variables P , a set of atomi ations AAt and a set of modal opera-tors Op = {BEL,DES, INT,FDES,FEAR}, we de�ne an EBDI-model as a tuple
M = 〈Σ,RT , {Ra : a ∈ AAt}, R

A, {RO : O ∈ Op}, cA, rA, vp, vc, vr〉where� Σ is the set of situations;� RT is a branhing time relation on Σ;� eah Rai
is a atomi ation aessibility relation on Σ;� RA is a aessibility relation for regular ations;� RO are aessibility relations for the orresponding modal operators;� vp, vc and vr are funtions whih de�ne in whih states the propositions hold,the apabilities for atomi ations hold and the resoures for atomi ationshold, respetively.The satis�ability of a well-formed formula in EBDI is given by the followingde�nition.



De�nition 9. LetM be an EBDI-model. The satis�ability of a EBDI-formula withrespet to M and a situation σ ∈ Σ is indutively de�ned as follows, onsidering
O ∈ Op:� satisfation for state-formulas:(sf1) M,σ |= p i� p ∈ vp(σ)(sf2) M,σ |= ¬ϕ i� M,σ 6|= ϕ(sf3) M,σ |= ϕ ∧ ψ i� M,σ |= ϕ and M,σ |= ψ(sf4) M,σ |= Eψ i� ∃πσ suh that M,πσ |= ψ(sf5) M,σ |= Aψ i� ∀πσ, M,πσ |= ψ(sf6) M,σ |= 〈α〉ϕ i� ∃ (σ, σ′) ∈ RA(α) suh that M,σ′ |= ϕ(sf7) M,σ |= [α]ϕ i� ∀ (σ, σ′) ∈ RA(α), M,σ′ |= ϕ(sf8) M,σ |= O(ϕ) i� ∀ (σ, σ′) ∈ RO, M,σ′ |= ϕ(sf9) M,σ |= CAP(α) i� σ ∈ cA(α)(sf10) M,σ |= RES(α) i� σ ∈ rA(α)� satisfation for path-formulas:(pf1) M,πσ |= Xϕ i� M,πσ[1] |= ϕ(p2f) M,πσ |= ϕ1Uϕ2 i� ∃ k ≥ 0 suh that M,πσ[k] |= ϕ2 and

∀j, 0 ≤ j < k, M,πσ[j] |= ϕ1If M,σ |= ϕ in all EBDI-models M and situations σ ∈ Σ, then ϕ is valid. If it isthe ase that M,σ |= ϕ only for some M and σ, then ϕ is satis�able in M andsituation σ.Properties of time The temporal layer of EBDI orresponds to CTL logi [10℄.Therefore, we have the formulas Aψ and Eψ whih assert that ψ holds over allpaths, and at least in one of them, respetively. For reasoning about the prop-erties of a partiular path, we have the formulas ϕ1Uϕ2 and Xϕ. These expressthe onditions that ϕ1 holds until ϕ2 holds, and ϕ holds at the next state of thepath. As in CTL, the following axioms verify:
(ctl1) AG(ϕ→ ψ) → (EXϕ→ EXψ)

(ctl2) EX⊤ ∧ AX⊤

(ctl3) E(ϕUψ) ↔ ψ ∨ (ϕ ∧ EXE(ϕUψ))

(ctl4) A(ϕUψ) ↔ ψ ∨ (ϕ ∧AXA(ϕUψ))

(ctl5) AG(ϕ→ (¬ψ → EXϕ)) → (ϕ→ ¬A(ϕUψ))

(ctl6) AG(ϕ→ (¬ψ → EXϕ)) → (ϕ→ ¬AFψ))

(ctl7) AG(ϕ→ (¬ψ → (γ ∧AXϕ))) → (ϕ→ ¬E(γUψ))

(ctl8) AG(ϕ→ (¬ψ → AXϕ)) → (ϕ→ ¬EFψ))The set ontaining only the above axioms is denoted by CTL.



Properties of regular ations Regular ations provide high-level onstrutswhih are suited to desribe ations whih an agent an exeute upon its envi-ronment.
EBDI is based in PDL [12℄ and therefore the following axioms verify
(a1) 〈α;β〉ϕ ↔ 〈α〉〈β〉ϕ

(a2) 〈α + β〉ϕ↔ 〈α〉ϕ ∨ 〈β〉ϕ

(a3) 〈α∗〉ϕ→ ϕ ∨ 〈α〉〈α∗〉ϕ

(a4) ϕ ∧ 〈α∗〉(ϕ→ 〈α〉ϕ) → 〈α∗〉ϕThe set ontaining only the above axioms is denoted by PDL.Lets now de�ne some properties relating regular ations to temporal formu-lae.Lemma 1. Let M be a EBDI-model and σ a situation. If M,σ |= 〈α∗〉ϕ then
M,σ |= ϕ ∨ 〈αn〉ϕ, for n ∈ N, n ≥ 1.Lemma 2. Let M be a EBDI-model and σ a situation. If M,σ |= 〈αn〉ϕ, for
n ≥ 1, then M,σ |= 〈α〉E(〈α〉⊤Uϕ).Theorem 1. Let M be a EBDI-model and σ a situation. If M,σ |= 〈α∗〉ϕ then
M,σ |= ϕ ∨ 〈α〉E(〈α〉⊤Uϕ).Relations between time and ations Time and ation interat with eahother in the following sense: if after suessfully exeuting a partiular ation αthe proposition ϕ holds, then it is also true that there exists in the future a statewhere the proposition ϕ also holds. However, the inverse ase is not true, sine
ϕ may hold as the result of exeuting an ation β, di�erent from α. Formally,we have the following two axioms:Theorem 2. Let M be an EBDI-model, and σ ∈ ΣM . Then the following formu-lae are theorems of EBDI:

(ta1) 〈a〉ϕ→ EXϕ

(ta2) 〈α〉ϕ → EFϕAs an example, onsider the following senarios:� the agent, after driving a vehile at high-speed, was not able to stop properlyand rashed.
〈KeepHighSpeed∗〉CrashedCar� the agent, after driving a vehile for some time rashed it.
EF(CrashedCar)



It is perfetly aeptable that the rashed ar after some high-speed drivingimply that the ar will be rashed in the future. However, the vehile beingrashed in the future does not neessarily imply that the ause was driving athigh speed.BDI layer For beliefs we use the KD-45 axiom system and the axiom systemKD for both desires and intentions, as in [10℄. Therefore, the set BELKD45 forbeliefs ontains the following axioms:
(belK) BEL(ϕ→ ψ) → (BEL(ϕ) → BEL(ψ))
(belD) BEL(ϕ) → ¬BEL(¬ϕ)
(bel4) BEL(ϕ) → BEL(BEL(ϕ))
(bel5) ¬BEL(ϕ) → BEL(¬BEL(ϕ))while DESKD and INTKD sets, for desires and intentions, ontain respe-tively the �rst two and seond two of the following axioms:
(desK) DES(ϕ→ ψ) → (DES(ϕ) → DES(ψ))
(desD) DES(ϕ) → ¬DES(¬ϕ)

(intK) INT(ϕ→ ψ) → (INT(ϕ) → INT(ψ))
(intD) INT(ϕ) → ¬INT(¬ϕ)Capabilities, resoures and ations Informally, we an see both the apa-bilities and resoures as prerequisites for suessful ation-exeution.Resoures and apabilities are de�ned in the Emotional-BDI model as follows:Resoures: these are physial/virtual means whih may be drawn in order tomake the agent apable of exeuting ations. If the resoures for exeutingsome ation α do not exist, the ation's suess may be at stake.Capabilities: these are abstrat means whih the agent has to hange the en-vironment in some way, thus resembling to abstrat plans of ation. In fat,we an onsider the set of apabilities as a dynami set of plans whih theagent has available to deide what to do in eah of its exeution states.In EBDI, the axioms whih haraterise these onepts are
(f1) f(α;β) → f(α) ∧ 〈α〉f(β)
(f2) f(α+ β) → f(α) ∨ f(β)
(f3) f(α∗) → f(α) ∧ 〈α〉f(α∗)
(f4) f(α) ∧ 〈α∗〉(f(α) → 〈α〉f(α)) → f(α∗)with f ∈ {CAP,RES}, and de�ne the sets CAP and RES, respetively.Sine agents live in omplex and highly dynami environments, the infor-mation they apture may ontain too muh noise. However, it is in this noisyinformation the agent relies on, and whih a�ets the information the agent hasabout its own means. This is what we all e�etive apabilities [4, 2℄, whih are



the (possibly wrong) beliefs about apabilities and resoures. Formally it is ex-pressed as EffCap(α) ≡ BEL(CAP(α)) ∧ BEL(RES(α)). This allows us to modelaeptable fats suh as EffCap(α) ∧ 〈α〉⊥, whih expresses the fat that, basedon su�iently wrong information about resoures and apabilities, an agent maynot sueed in performing an ation, as expeted.On the other hand, if we know that an ation was suessfully exeuted, thenit is true that the agent had e�etive apabilities whih lead him to exeute theation. Formally this is written as 〈α〉⊤ → EffCap(α).Theorem 3. Let M be a EBDI-model, and σ a situation. Then, if M,σ |=
CAP(α∗) then M,σ |= E((CAP(α) ∧ 〈α〉CAP(α))U⊤).Theorem 4. Let M be a EBDI-model, and σ a situation. Then, if M,σ |=
RES(α∗) then M,σ |= E((RES(α) ∧ 〈α〉RES(α))U⊤).Fear Fear, in EBDI, is expliitly referred by the modal operator FEAR. Thisoperator should be read as the agent fears that ϕ veri�es.For fear we require only the Kripke-axiom

FEAR(ϕ→ ψ) → (FEAR(ϕ) → FEAR(ψ))to verify, and the set ontaining only this axiom is denoted by FEARK .Fundamental Desires Fundamental desires are speial desires whih are vitaldesires of the agent, or desires whih annot be failed to ahieve, in any ondition,sine may put in danger the agent's own existene. Fundamental desires shouldalways be true and the agent must always do its best to maintain them valid.The set of axioms whih desribe FDES are the following
(fdesK) FDES(ϕ→ ψ) → (FDES(ϕ) → FDES(ψ))
(fdesD) FDES(ϕ) → ¬FDES(¬ϕ)and we denote this set by FDESKDT . This operator was introdued to fa-ilitate the spei�ation of triggering onditions for fear.The basi Emotional-BDI system Now that all the modal operators wereharaterised, we are in onditions to de�ne the simplest Emotional-BDI agents.This is alled the basi Emotional-BDI agent.De�nition 10. A basi Emotional-BDI system is a set of formulae whih isontain the union of the following sets of axioms1. the set of all propositional tautologies2. the time axiom set CTL3. the ation axiom set PDL4. the belief axiom set BELKD455. the desire axiom set DESKD



6. the intention axiom set INTKD7. the apabilities axiom set CAP8. the resoures axiom set RES9. the fear axiom set FEARK10. the fundamental desire axiom set FDESKDand that are losed under the inferene rules of modus ponens ϕ,ϕ→ ψ ⇒ ψand the neessitation rule ⊢ ϕ ⇒ ⊢ �ϕ, where � ∈ {BEL,DES, INT,FDES,FEAR,AG, [α]},with α being a regular ation.Any other system to speify an agent in EBDI must extend this system. Onesuh ase is going to be presented in Setion 4.4 Modelling FearAgents are a�eted by fear in di�erent ways, depending on how their inter-nal representations di�erentiate between what are dangerous situations or non-dangerous situations. These di�erenes of fear reations have a diret impaton how agents may reat in distint ways with respet to some situation. Forinstane, a ivilian may eliit fear about get shot just by earing some �re shots,while a polieman or a soldier element may get only alert, due to its everydayontat with highly dangerous situations.4.1 ThreatsNegative emotions like fear are generally eliited when some possibly dangerousonditions of the environment (or generated by the agent) put at stake one ofthe agent's fundamental goals. This may also put in ause the agent's own self-preservation. Here, these onditions are alled threats.Threats an be saled in terms of their dangerousness and time ourrene.By this we mean that there are threats whih are more dangerous than others,and threats whih already are present on the environment and others whih mostlikely will end up by ouring in the environment.Current threats: the soure of the threat is ourring now, and the agent hasinformation about the fat that the existane of suh soure may put at stakeits fundamental goals.� VeryDangerousCThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(ψ → ¬ϕ) ∧ ψ� DangerousCThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(ψ → AF(¬ϕ)) ∧ ψ� CThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(ψ → EF(¬ϕ)) ∧ ψFuture threats: the soure of the threat will eventually our in the future.� VeryDangerousPThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(ψ → ¬ϕ) ∧AFψ� DangerousPThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(ψ → AF(¬ϕ)) ∧ AFψ� PThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(ψ → EF(¬ϕ)) ∧ AFψ



In this paper, we formally model these lasses of agents in order to show thatour logi is expressive enough to model di�erent kinds of agents, whih generallyreat di�erently to distint types of threats.Now, a general threat � being it urrent or possible in the future � is anythreat, with any amount of assoiated danger. Formally,
AnyCThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ VeryDangerousCThreat(ψ, ϕ) ∨ DangerousCThreat(ψ, ϕ) ∨

CThreat(ψ, ϕ)
AnyPThreat(ψ, ϕ) ≡ VeryDangerousPThreat(ψ, ϕ) ∨ DangerousPThreat(ψ, ϕ) ∨

PThreat(ψ, ϕ)4.2 Speial atomi ationsBased on the literature [4, 13℄, we will introdue a set of speial purpose ations,whih represent spei� behaviour exhibited by the agent under ertain emo-tional onditions. These ations are information proessing strategies identi�edin humans [14℄ and whih are applied by them for obtaining solutions under spe-i� emotional states. Here we will only present the strategies whih had beenidenti�ed as being ativated under fear onditions.Besides these strategies, we also introdue an abstrat self-preservation a-tion, whose meaning is the reative harater of an agent when the urgeny foravoiding a dangerous situations is so great that none of the other proessingstrategies will provide good solutions in an aeptable time.The set of speial ations we de�ne is:1. Self-preservation: the self-preservation behaviour is ativated when the agentis fearing the failure of some of its fundamental desires. We an see this asatomi ation whih mainly reats to threats in a self-protetive way. In EBDI,this speial ation is represented by selfpreservation.2. Diret Aess: this proessing strategy relies on the use of �xed pre-existingstrutures/knowledge. It is the simplest strategy and orresponds to a min-imisation of the omputational e�ort and to fast solutions. In EBDI, this kindof proessing is abstrated into the speialised atomi ation das.3. Motivated Proessing: this proessing strategy is employed by the agent whensome desire whih direts its behaviour must be maintained but may be atrisk. This strategy is omputationally intensive, as its should produe om-plex data-strutures for preserving desires. In EBDI, this kind of proessingis abstrated into the speialised atomi ation mps.4. Substantive Proessing: this is onsidered the most omplex information pro-essing strategy and is usually applied to obtain possible solutions for sit-uations whih require large amount of omputational e�ort for obtainingomplex plans. It is applied when there are enough resoures and apabil-ities and not too muh urgeny on �nd a solution. In EBDI, this kind ofproessing is denoted by the atomi ation sps.



Considering the above ations as being atomi ations is of ourse a bigabstration to the omplexity of Emotional-BDI agents. These ations are usuallyomplex planning and revision strategies.4.3 Speifying a fearful agentWe will now present a formal spei�ation of a what we onsider a fearfulEmotional-BDI agent. Informally, a fearful Emotional-BDI agent desribes alass of software agents whih eliit fear in all the situations where threats(or possible threats) are deteted, not distinguishing between really dangerousthreats or only light or possible threats. However, the temporal harateristisof the threats are taken in aount by the agent, whih fears their proximity.Based on what are the fears of the agent, it will employ distint deliberationstrategies studied in the literature [14℄, whih require distint levels of resouresand apabilities, depending on what kind of urgent situations they are to beapplied to.The formal spei�ation of fearful Emotional-BDI agents will be done in twoparts:� eliiting onditions, whih are EBDI formulae whih expliitly de�ne in whihsituations the agent eliits fear about propositions;� behaviour e�et, whih are EBDI formulae whih state what kind of behaviouris exhibited by the agent in order to avoid the fears it has eliited and arestill present in the agent's internal state.The eliitation of fear The agent eliits fear about some proposition if thatproposition desribes a threatening situation to one of its fundamental desires.
AnyCThreat(ψ, ϕ) → FEAR(ψ)If the threat is still to our, the agent will fear not the threat itself, but itsfuture ourrene.

AnyPThreat(ψ, ϕ) → FEAR(AFψ)Now, if the agent already has beliefs about how to ahieve a ertain fundamentaldesire (or on how to maintain it), the will fear situations where unexpetedinterruptions on the exeution of the ations to ahieve that our. In a �rstase, if the agent detets that it doesn't have e�etive apabilities to suessfullyaomplish the ation, it will fear for that lak of e�etive apabilities.
FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(〈α;β〉ϕ) → [α](¬EffCap(β) → FEAR(¬EffCap(β)))But the agent may only detet the fat that, even though it has e�etive resouresto exeute the rest of the ation, the suessful exeution of that ation willpossibly lead to a non wanted falsity of the fundamental desire. In this ase, theagent will fear for a suessfully exeution of the ation

FDES(ϕ) ∧ BEL(〈α;β〉ϕ) → [α](BEL([β]¬ϕ) → FEAR(〈β〉⊤))



The e�ets of fear in behavior If the agent is present before a urrentthreat and it does not believe that it will obtain a good solution using eventhe quikest and less omputational requiring proessing strategy before thethreatened fundamental desire beomes false, it will exeute the self-preservationation in order to, at least, guarantee its most basi safety ondition
FEAR(ψ)∧AnyCThreat(ψ, ϕ)∧BEL(A(¬EffCap(das)U¬ϕ)) → 〈selfpreservation〉⊤However, if the agent believes it has e�etive apabilities to exeute a diretproessing strategy, and therefore obtain better solutions to avoid the threat, itwill exeute the diret proessing instead of just safe-guarding itself

FEAR(ψ) ∧ AnyCThreat(ψ, ϕ) ∧ BEL(EffCap(das)) → 〈das〉⊤In the ase of the threat is still to our, the agent will employ either the moti-vated proessing or substantive proessing strategies, sine they have still sometime until the threat ours and during this time they main obtain plans detailedenough to have a better guaranteed of avoiding the threat
FEAR(AFψ) ∧ AnyPThreat(ψ, ϕ) ∧ BEL(EffCap(mps + sps)) → 〈mps + sps〉⊤If the fear of the agent is eliited during the exeution of one ation supposed toahieve or maintain a fundamental desire, the agent must exhibit a behaviourwhih allow it to obtain an alternative ation to full�l the �rst ation's goal

BEL(〈α;β〉ϕ)∧FDES(ϕ)∧ [α]((FEAR(¬EffCap(β))∨FEAR(〈β〉⊤))∧EffCap(das))

→ [α]〈das〉⊤If it does not has the e�etive apabilities to do it, the agent must self preserveitself before doing something else
BEL(〈α;β〉ϕ)∧FDES(ϕ)∧[α]((FEAR(¬EffCap(β))∨FEAR(〈β〉⊤))∧¬EffCap(das))

→ [α]〈selfpreservation〉⊤5 Related workThe subjet of formally modelling emotional agents was already addressed byJ.J. Meyer in [15℄. In his work, Meyer uses the KARO framework and imposesonditions on the struture whereKARO is interpreted, so that the triggering ofemotions (happiness, sadness, anger and fear) and their e�ets on the behaviourof the agent are onveniently de�ned.Work was also done in introduing the notion of apability in Rao & George�'s
BDICTL logi. This work was presented in [11℄ but do not expliitly refer ations.It is only onsidered as the ability to rationally at towards the ahievement ofdesires.
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